5th August, 2022.
The Chairperson,
GIPSA,
C/O National Insurance Co Ltd,
HO Kolkata.
Madam,
Re:

Seeking an appointment with you to discuss on our various pending issues like Increase in
Family Pension amount from15% to 30% as done in banks updation of pension etc.

We appreciate the initiative taken by you as Chairperson, GIPSA duly supported by other CMDs to
create a path of achieving an honourable wage settlement of working employees. Hope everything
will be over within this month.
We, the pensioners are also having some stakes towards the progress of PSGI companies. Many
pensioners are still alive who worked in these companies when they were just nationalised. At that
time advance technology was not there and they worked hard manually and seen to it that companies
progress from year to year. Those time better sense of belongings and better work culture amongst
employees prevailed. Today many of them are getting small pension of twenty/twenty-five thousand
only per month.
Having contributed so immensely we find they are neglected by the company management. You
understand that we, pensioners are senior citizens and need some minimum facilities from the
companies where we worked more than 35/40 years. As pensioners we want to have a dignified life.
We expect better medical facilities as we are growing old. Central Government pensioners are
getting better facilities than us especially for health care.
We have also submitted our charter of demands in April, 2019. We were not pressing for discussion
on our charter as we wanted to see PSGI companies financial health is improved. As all the four
companies have started new strategies in capturing better market share, we feel it is the right time
to press for having a discussion officially with our All-India Federation by 1st or 2nd week of
September 2022.
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We believe you will take it in right spirit and get us some relief in enhancing the Family Pension to
30% and also consider updation of pension on the line of RBI.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

(U.Banerjee)
General Secretary.
Mobile 9892699099.

